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A Brief Introduction to DOIs
History

• DOI = Digital Identifier for an 
Object

• Began c. 1998; ISO standard 
(26324) as of 2010

• The International DOI Foundation 
(IDF) supports DOI resolution, 
metadata definition, 
interoperability. 

• doi.org

Benefits

• Permanent identifier
• When a resource moves, the 

metadata is updated
• Clear, permanent linkage to 

metadata
• Searchable metadata database to 

resolve queries to object 
identification and location
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Presentation Notes
First, a brief introduction to DOIs.A DOI is a digital identifier for an object.  The object itself doesn’t have to be digital, though many are.  DOIs are associated with information objects – articles, books, data sets, even sound or video files.  Other types of digital identifiers are associated with other types of things.  If you have an ORCID, for example, you have a digital identifier assigned to your self.  Your ORCID is permanent and unique – it will never be assigned to anyone else’s self.  Similarly, once a DOI is assigned to an object, the same DOI will never be assigned to another object; and the original object will always be associated with that DOI.The International DOI Federation was founded in late 1997 to implement and manage the DOI system.  Development continued through international partnerships and ultimately the DOI system was accepted as an ISO standard, number 26324, in 2010.  When you type “doi.org” into your browser,  you end up at the IDF.  I encourage you to browse the “DOI Handbook” you’ll find there for more information.A DOI is a permanent identifier – the identifier created will always be associated with the object to which it was assigned.  Behind that object-identifier relationship is metadata that uniquely identifies the object.  One bit of metadata associated with the object-DOI pair is the current physical location of the object.  If an object moves, the DOI remains the same, but the metadata is updated to reflect the new location.  To an end user, though, the DOI-object relationship is unchanged and resolving the DOI yields the same access to the object.



DOIs in the Literature

• DOIs assigned to articles, chapters, books

• DOIs included in reference style sheets

• Aggregators, like the CrossRef, integrate metadata from the 
DataCite and other databases for subscribers to mine
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The first and perhaps easiest application of DOIs in the scientific literature was in tagging articles, chapters, and books for reference.  It’s not enough to just assign a DOI, though – the point is to use it to identify these things in subsequent publication reference lists.  It took a few years, but DOIs did make their way into the style sheets and editorial criteria for research journals.  The IDF has provided strong recommendations for uniform formatting of DOIs in reference lists and text, so that these citations can be identified programmatically in scanned and digital sources.The DOI takes you straight to the object itself. In fact, in a web environment, the DOI is often formatted as a hyperlink that will literally lead you straight to the cited publication.But remember,  the DOI is not just a path to an information object – it’s a handle on a package of metadata.  To get a DOI you must supply at least a minimum of descriptive information (author, title, publication record, and such). The metadata that goes into the DOI database is valuable in itself.  An API into such a database enables aggregator systems, like CrossRef, to retrieve consistent, complete metadata for thousands of publications at a time from multiple sources. Then subscriber organizations like the Astrophysics Data System can make use of a single portal to extract metadata for target DOIs across many collections. Similarly, DOI references found in scanning those publications can be automatically resolved to retrieve further metadata for the cited sources, and to compile precise, reproducible metrics for citation analysis.



DOIs for Data Sets
DataCite was founded in 2009 to provide DOI services for research data.

• Metadata schema, now version 4.1

• Public metadata database available for searching

• “Citable data become legitimate contributions to scholarly communication, 
paving the way for new metrics and publication models that recognize and 
reward data sharing.” (datacite.org/mission.html, 28 May 2018)

• Contributor Roles development
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DataCite is a global non-profit organization established to promote and provide DOI services for research data. Their metadata schema is tailored for research data, so you’ll find named slots for things like funding organization, data sizes, and formats, in addition to the more traditional publication information. Their metadata database is freely available and searchable directly.  Here’s a quote that I am personally very fond on from the DataCite mission statement page. DataCite and PDS have something in common here: We’re both working to get recognition for data set preparation as a career achievement. More than that, the most recent development in the DataCite Metadata schema has been in the area of contributor identification.  “Author” and “editor” really don’t cover the gamut of what’s involve in producing any research-quality dataset, let alone one that goes through the refereeing process required for acceptance to the PDS archive.  These new contributor roles make it possible to credit pipeline developers, analysts, instrument team leaders, and so on without diminishing the role of the “primary author” for a data product.  We’ll come back to that point in a few slides.



Data Sets in the Literature
• Publishing Data

• Pre-digital
• Post-digital

• Mentioning Data
• Informal, inconsistent and often incomplete identification

• Acknowledging Data
• Usually more complete, but inconsistent style - hard to recognize programmatically

• Citing Data
• Formal, but rare
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Data sets in the literature were common in the pre-digital-publishing age.  Tables of numbers were published as stand-alone catalogs, supplemental works, or even primary articles if you could afford the page charges. Since data publications had the same form as other print publications, they could easily be listed in reference lists and cited. Then came the age of digital data.Of course the great advantage that digital data have is that they can be reproduced exactly, an effectively infinite number of times without any degradation of the information.  That’s a tremendous boon for reproducibility and independent verification, so in that sense it would seem natural to cite the source data for an analysis. The problems lay in uniquely identifying the data, finding its current location, and in keeping those data viable as time passes. Understandably, journal editors and referees were hesitant to include data sets in reference lists if there was no guarantee that a reader could, in fact, lay hands on the data 20, 10, or even 5 years after publication.  So instead, source data were mentioned in the text, or sometimes acknowledged.  Citing digital data in the absence of a permanent, accessible source was difficult to do.  Informal reference, though, are very difficult to identify for statistical purposes.The Planetary Data System was designed in the late 1980s to address the problem of digital data from the Apollo era rapidly becoming uninterpretable because of hardware and digital format evolution.  By the late 1990s, the PDS and its archiving requirements and referee procedures were well established, but the concept of citing data in the literature was not.  PDS was promoting data citation very early in its existence, even as journal editors were still developing stylesheets and policies for citing digital data. PDS, by the way, plans for a 50- to 100-year timeline for its data sets.  We worry about our data sets citing some publications that might not be expected to survive over that time period…



Data Sets and DOIs

• Permanent, formal identifier for the specific data set

• Resolution service to lead users directly to the associated data

• Metadata to support broad searching through the literature

• Standardized reference information
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The ability to assign DOIs to data sets solves a number of the data set citation issues.First and foremost, there is the permanent, invariant identifier that will be resolvable long-term, thanks to the IDF and its members’ commitment.There’s the resolution service itself, which is end-object agnostic.  An end-user does not need to know that a DOI links to a data set to follow a link to that data set. The DOI metadata incorporates Dublin Core concepts (“creator”, “publisher”, “rights”, etc.).  The mapping of data set properties to the Dublin Core equivalents provides consistency in extracting and formatting citation information based on the base DOI metadata attributes.The standardized reference formats and permanent identifiers provide the referential integrity insurance that journal editors found lacking in data set references generally, thus removing the primary logistical barrier to citation of research data.  The question of whether data sets should be considered citable elements of the refereed literature remains.



PDS and Data Sets

• No data set is accepted for archiving in the PDS until it passes a full, 
formal, external peer review for both PDS standards compliance as 
well as scientific completeness, usability, and significance.

• PDS is committed to maintain that data set in a usable form for as 
long as there is a PDS.

• PDS archive standards include extensive metadata to document file 
structure, provenance, observing circumstances, and science context.
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Here are some things you should know about the Planetary Data System and its archives.First, no data are archived until they pass an external peer review.  This is equivalent to, and in some cases more rigorous than, the journal refereeing process.  If you’d like to argue about that, please read my e-poster and buy me a beer.  Getting a dataset through PDS peer review is a substantial effort.Once a data set is accepted for archiving, it technically becomes part of the Federal Record of the USA, and PDS is legally obligated to maintain it in perpetuity.  NASA has placed the further mandate on us not merely to save the bits, but to make sure that data can be used for scientific research as long as it survives.  The metadata required to meet those mandates for planetary data across all disciplines is significant, to say the least.The mission of PDS is to contribute to the sum total of human knowledge by building its archive and promoting the use of its holdings. Getting proper recognition for data preparers who succeed in archiving data with the PDS encourages more data preparers to make the significant effort.On top of that, NASA is now requiring archiving as a condition of funding not just for missions, but also for data analysis and similar proposals in planetary science.  Researchers spending significant effort on archiving their results are, understandably, very interested in getting credit for that additional effort.



PDS and DOIs
• Metadata collection

• The DataCite metadata schema and the PDS4 metadata do not yet align.
• They will.

• Coining a new DOI
• The DataCite database enables reserving DOIs in advance of publication
• PDS records and updates metadata as part of data review and acceptance
• DOIs are available for use in manuscripts prepared in parallel with data

• Subsequent versions
• New version = New DOI
• The DOI metadata includes documented relationships with other DOIs.
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Some considerations for PDS coining DOIs as part of the archiving process…The current PDS metadata related to citation is fairly minimal, because at this point it is the legacy design that predates DOIs, Open Archive Initiatives, and the related standards that are now operational and working well for traditional literature sources.  The next project for PDS is developing its citation metadata model to provide a clean interface to the DataCite metadata schema. There is a potential temporal sequencing problem with assigning DOIs to data still in preparation and thus not public, but DataCite supports reserving DOIs in advance of publication.  The DOI handle can be available for use by team members in citing their data sets as they are simultaneously preparing their analyses for publication.The vast majority of data sets archived from missions are revised – improved and then re-issued.  PDS indicates this through a change in version number for the existing data set identifier.  DOIs do not have version numbers. A DOI, once issued, must always direct users to the same, precise version of the data set referenced in order to preserve reproducibility. So when new versions of existing data sets are archived, new DOIs will be assigned. There are fields in the associated metadata that can be used to link one DOI to another, and the metadata associated with an existing DOI can be updated.  



PDS, DOIs, and the Literature
• DOIs provide the stable link needed for citation

• PDS4 IM and infrastructure (can) support DOI generation
• PDS4 infrastructure can support DOI resolution

• Through formal citation, data sets can be linked to papers and conversely
• Enables reproducibility for associated analysis
• Supports and documents the value of archive development work

• Metrics can be calculated for data sets as for journal articles
• Career credit for data preparers
• Impact statistics for ROI of funding programs
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What’s in it for PDS?DOIs provide the stable link editors demand for references, and the PDS4 standards and system can automate and support DOI generation and resolution with a relatively small development investment.  PDS can now aggressively lobby for proper citation of archival data sets in the literature.The inclusion of data sets in formal reference lists supports reproducibility, raises their visibility, and serves as an acknowledgement of the importance of the source data to the work in hand and to the research community at large for the long term.When data sets are formally referenced as part of the literature, with DOIs, it becomes possible to extract the same usage metrics for data as for any publication. Data preparers get a documentable entry for their CVs, but funding programs can also generate meaningful impact statistics for all the products of the research they have funded.



Next Steps

• Analysis papers without data set citations should be 
problematic.

• Where an established archive has rigorous review policies for 
acceptance, data sets from these sources should be 
acknowledged as refereed publications.

• Similarly, institutions and employers should recognize data set 
publication by these rigorous archives as being a career 
achievement consistent with publication of a refereed paper.
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Where do we go from here?The ultimate goal is to get recognition for the importance of refereed, archived data sets as integral parts of the research literature, with all that entails for data creators and subsequent users. To do that, PDS needs to work with journal editors to effect a few changes in editorial policy:Analytical results that don’t formally cite data (whether archived with the PDS or elsewhere) should be viewed skeptically.  Those archiving institutions that do have rigorous review policies and acceptance criteria should have their holdings acknowledged as equivalent to refereed publications.  Defining consistent criteria for all types of publications in applying the terms “refereed”, “peer-reviewed”, and “published” would benefit authors and readers.Institutions and employers need to recognize research data set creation as a career achievement on par with the publication of original research and analysis.



Questions?

Astrophysics Data System (ADS) https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/

DataCite https://datacite.org/

International DOI Foundation https://www.doi.org/

Planetary Data System https://pds.nasa.gov/

For More Information:
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Here are some URLs if you’d like to learn more about the DOI system and its impact on citation.Here is the user interface for the ADS search service, where you can see DOIs in action both as clickable links in retrieved references, and working in the background to show you usage metrics, citation, and reference counts.At the DataCite website you’ll find links to their various services, APIs, and projects, including their searchable metadata database.At the IDF site you can peruse the DOI Handbook and learn about all things DOI.And if planetary data is your thing, here’s the home page for the PDS.
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